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Vibrato Exercise: Rubber Knuckle String Polish
Beautiful and expressive viola playing includes many things, and for the developing violist, definitely the ability to let
notes shimmer and intensify through vibrato! Here is a simple and effective exercise to increase flexibility in the left
finger knuckle joints-most necessary for great arm and/or wrist vibrato.

Rubber Knuckle String Polish
With the viola in playing position, rest the 1st finger lightly (harmonic touch) on the D string in first position and begin to
POLISH the string up and down from first position to much higher positions and back. Now begin to engage your
RUBBER KNUCKLE by straightening and sinking the 1st finger top knuckle joint towards the string when you
downward polish (maintain harmonic touch). On the upward polish, keep your Rubber Knuckle relaxed, but bend it into
normal playing position. Continue polishing up and down, feeling the flexibility in your knuckles as you bend and sink
them in each direction.
Do this exercise with all the fingers and eventually move it to all the strings. Notice if any knuckles are especially tight.....
This important concept of rubber knuckles helps all the vibrato motions in your arm and hand to travel into the string.

Upward polish=square knuckles

Downward polish=sunken knuckles
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